Why get involved with EuroArab
during your SU ¿?

Hello!!!
First of all, let me introduce you briefly to “What is the EuroArab project?”
Our aim is to do what AEGEE does best: break stereotypes and bring cultures together, in
particular, Arab and European culture. Although we think that we are very open minded and
tolerant, there are so many things that we don’t know about each other’s cultures. If we don’t
change this, we will never be able to understand each other.
As you can imagine, we are not working alone. We are working in co-operation with many
organisations which allows AEGEE to understand better the Arab World and young Arabs
understand AEGEE and young Europeans better. Thanks to these relationships we have built an
intercultural
team
from
both
cultures
which
allows
us
to
work
together, exchanging knowledge, expertise and ideas in a very enriching environment.

So… If you want to focus on a “hot topic” such as the Arab Spring at your Summer University…
If you want to discover if our cultures are as different as the newspapers say… If you want to
find out about the lives of immigrants in your city… COLLABORATE with us and make your
Summer University even more intercultural!!!

If you decide to organise a different SU, we can offer you several activities that may interest
you, depending on how much you would like to get involved in the project ;)

I want to be a little bit involved
City rally “Religious diversity”
Do you live in an inter-religious city and you are bored of doing the same city rally again and
again?? Try to do something a bit different: focus on the different religions that are in your
city. For instance, ask the nuns of a church which help immigrants what do they do and then
get participants to talk to them for the city rally, they would be surprised!!!

Watch a documentary
After the EN your participants might be tired, and would like a “chilling” night for once. If you
have a projector we can provide a documentary, we have some that are not boring!!!!

I want to be involved
Workshops
Don’t think about the boring workshops that you are used to… Trying to understand why a
woman would or would not want to wear a veil is a topic that would keep participants
attention. We can help you to make a WS about breaking stereotypes which is very dynamic!!

Collaborate with a local NGO/Organisation
There are many people working in your cities in social areas, we might have contacts in some
of them already. They will be happy to collaborate in order to raise awareness among your
participants and explain to them what they do; don’t miss that opportunity!!!

There are so many things that we don’t know about the Arab World which are very interesting
to talk about!! We can work with you to give you information or even training, if possible!
Contact us to provide you what you need: every Summer University is different and needs a
different approach!! We will be glad to collaborate!!

